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Students need to learn some basic paddle board skills 
first – like standing up – not as easy as it looks! 



As you can see in this shot there is one instructor and 
one teacher with each group of students. 

Students will be in three teams of seven students.

Counselling 



Water safety is of paramount importance so skills such 
as how to get back on the board if you fall off, how to 
fall off safely and hazards to watch for on the river are 
some of the first that are taught.

Counselling 



Training is provided both on and off the water in 
SUP skills and safety on the river, with briefings 
held before the teams set off to review the day’s 
goals, and instructors guiding students as they 
progress along the route.



Team work is vital throughout the 

expedition. Whilst on the river each member 

of the team takes turns at different roles –

team leader, navigator, and health and 

safety officer. 

When they reach camp on the first night 

students have to cook their dinner, 

organize their team, setup tents, clean 

themselves up and look after each other 

before heading to bed. 

Then its an early start to cook breakfast 

(eggs, milk, bread, jam etc are provided), 

dismantle and pack away tents, check the 

area, prepare their lunches  and ready 

themselves for their second day on the river. 



Maps of the route for the river 

system are used by each 

team, with guidance on 

navigation on the river 

provided during training for 

the journey. 

Before they set off students 

will also be given tips by 

previous year’s expedition 

members.



Last year for the qualifier, the students covered 40km’s over the 

two days on the water – but there is no set amount students need 

to cover, and the plan is adjusted if necessary according to each 

group’s abilities.  The focus is more on exploration, learning new 

skills and team work. 

“We aim to explore the Kanchanaburi river system and its flora 

and fauna. By observing bioindicator river species we will assess 

the overall health of the river and level of pollution. We aim to 

explore the less travelled, more inaccessible areas of the river 

system by stand up paddle board. We aim to be self-sufficient, 

carrying our own food and supplies, and by working as a team 

navigate around 30 km.”



The school will supply tents.

Pairs of students will share a

large three person tent which

they will be responsible for.

Participants should bring their

own sleeping bags and mats

in addition to the other items

on the kit list.



Personal Equipment.

Participants should bring one 30/40 litre dry bag (40 litre is recommended) to be

packed prior to the SUP journey and left at school overnight.

This should be labelled with the participant’s name and will contain clothing and

all essentials for the journey – participants should not bring suitcases or

rucksacks.

Participants should also bring a packed lunch on the morning of departure

and ensure they have had breakfast before they arrive. The packed lunch

should not contain meat or any foodstuffs that will spoil without refrigeration.

Participants should not bring extra snacks, and stick to the meal planning we

agree beforehand. Heavier equipment such as tents and cooking stoves will be

kept on the buses.



For eating:

One plastic or metal bowl, one plastic tupperware container

that seals (for carrying lunch), one knife/fork/spoon set,

one plastic mug.

For on the river:

Sufficient water containers to carry 3 litres of water (two 1.5 litre bottles is fine but one 3

litre water bottle is better), two sets of paddling gear (swimming/ board shorts and a t

shirt which will be comfortable when wet or a rash vest), one pair of aqua shoes /

trainers that can get wet and that will not come off the feet in the river (ie not flip-flops –

old trainers or crocs are ideal)

For at camp:

A cheap waterproof poncho / jacket, one pair of light long trousers and one long sleeved

top for the evenings and morning, change of underwear, washing kit and towel, one

clean t-shirt, high spf sun cream, mosquito repellent, and a hat.

Optional

Sunglasses tend to get lost, so if brought, string should be used to secure them to the

head. If phones, waterproof cameras or GoPro’s are brought they will be the

student’s responsibility throughout the journey.

Teachers should be made aware of any medication students require and this should be

given to teachers at the beginning of the journey



Phones – if students bring a phone it 

is their responsibility. The phones will 

stay with students and we expect them 

not to use them, other than if they wish 

to take team photos at dinner/ camp. 

They should not be used for contacting 

home, friends, or playing games. 

(students won’t have time because they’ll 

be too busy working as a team to get the 

job done). 

Students should not be using a phone 

on the water unless it is to take 

pictures of the flora and fauna, and 

this is not recommended as the 

phone can be dropped in the river.



Bronze Practice Journey - 22 to 23 November 2020

Location: Kwai Yai River

Day 1 (6 hours of purposeful effort)

0700: Leave Bangkok. Participants need to have breakfast before leaving. 

Approx 1030: Arrive at Erawan Region at. Disembark buses and secure luggage.

1030: Briefing and Introduction to SUP (Safety measures, the board & the 

paddle)

1100: First lesson: Entering / exiting the river, paddling straight and turning using 

reverse sweep stroke (all whilst kneeling). Standing on the board, paddling 

straight and turning. Introduction to the forward sweep stroke. 

1130: Start the journey down the river. Introduction to the ‘reverse kahi’ stroke

1330: Students eat own packed lunch brought with them in Tupperware. 

1630: Arrive at Camp. Map and compass activity – navigation on the river 

1745: Make camp.

1830: Students prepare dinner 

2100: Lights out 



Bronze Practice Journey - 22 to 23 November 2020

Day 2 (6 hours of purposeful effort)

0600: Break camp,  breakfast and lunch preparation. 

0800: Safety briefing and lesson on paddling in faster flow

0830 Staggered starts South of Tha Thung Na Dam

1200 Students to pick an appropriate place for lunch

1500: Disembark and return to buses for journey back to 

Bangkok

1830 Arrive at BIST Windsor Park Campus



Bronze Qualifying Journey - 13 to 14 December 2020

Day 1 (Skills Review + 6 hours of purposeful effort)

0700: Leave Bangkok. Participants need to have breakfast before leaving.

Approx 0930: Arrive at Erawan Region. Disembark buses leave luggage on bus except for water 

and kit for river skills review.

Drive North to Comsaed Resort Area (Start point of journey and campsite).

1100: Transport North to start the journey, at / around Comsaed Resort (the exact departure point 

is dependent on progress on practice journey). Staggered starts for groups. Participants will need to 

have packed both large and small dry-bags prior to commencing the journey (see more details 

about this in ‘kit-list’ below). Suitcases will stay on bus (see below).

Dependent on flow and progress made on the practice journey, there could also be some 

exploration of the tributary (Nambdapern), an exciting, fun and little explored river. Journey down 

river – 6 hours purposeful journeying.

1800: Disembark River

1815: Students make camp and prepare dinner

2100: Lights out

Day 2 (6 hours of purposeful effort)

0600: Break camp and put suitcases/ bags on buses

0615: Breakfast (and prepare own lunch).

0800: Staggered starts and a paddle South

1230: Students choose spot on riverside / island for lunch

1400 - 1500: Disembark and return to buses for journey back to Bangkok

18:30 Arrive at BIST Windsor Park Campus



Thank you for your time -

questions?


